
I advocate for my mother Maria Cahill who is in i ill health and my grandmother Philomena Cahill 

who is now deceased  

I run a fb group and page called justice for Irish mother and childrens homes  

I work closely with mothers and adult adoptees who were returned from England and researchers 

and academics who have published on this subject  

 

 

-Survivors and advocates have been ignored on the redress scheme we told OAK that we wanted 

redress to be based on the trauma and harm of forced and coerced adoptions   

- basing the payment scheme on length of stay only dismissed this trauma and silenced us  

-The COI did not consider criminality or abuse in its remit but survivors of such who seek redress will 

be asked to sign legal waivers promising not to take any further legal action  

-I feel I must make clear the damage done to my mum through the systemic failure to act on both 

parties requests for reunion as it has not been acknowledged or considered. It caused decades of 

trauma and an inter generational trauma and it has not been considered in the redress. 

-my mother was trafficked and forcibly made an Irish citizen with an illegal registration on her Irish 

birth certificate; naming her adopted parents as her birth parents  

-my mum was abused by her adopted parents the agency Saint Patrick’s guild knew and received 

letters -that they have sent us copies of -but did not visit or check on her welfare  

-our testimony and supporting evidence of the above was ignored based on legal robustness of the 

COI which again means no one should be asked to sign waivers. My mother has found every part of 

engaging with the state on this issue to be retraumatising and feels this would be silencing her and 

denying her any sense of justice  

 

 

My mum was born in London England at 7 weeks old her and my grandmother were forcibly 

returned to Castlepollard for 

2 years My grandmother suffered with a haemorrhage due to the forced post partum travel and lack 

of post partum healthcare and was forced to work for 2 years in Castlepollard.. My mum was 

removed without her consent and sent to temple hill at age 2 as her adopted parents who had 

adopted a baby from Saint Patrick’s guild wrote to them asking for an older child to be a big sister to 

him (SPG ran temple hill nursery normally for babies)  

 

 

I will attach documents I can as size of files and attachments creates difficulties but we have all of 

the supporting evidence and documentation it has also been used by investigative journalists and 

academics  

 

 



I would recommend  

-Legal waivers be removed since criminal matters were not within the COI remit and they dismissed 

evidence based on the lack of  robustness of their legal remit 

-That the suggestion of yet another COI into falsified birth registration be carefully considered in 

light of the above  

-An inter-country adoption public inquiry 

-That redress accounts for trauma and harm suffered  

-That legal recourse for justice remain open to survivors where the COI did not hear them on those 

points  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 

Thankyou  

Fiona Cahill  

 


